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Executive Summary

Target Audience

The primary audience for this report is Canadian headquartered SaaS startup and scaleup founders,
CXOs and leaders, especially those interested in securing additional capital in the foreseeable
future. This report will also be valuable to anyone interested in learning more about which SaaS
metrics are most noteworthy at different stages of SaaS company maturity, and why.

Objective

SaaSCan’s mission is to empower Canadian SaaS startups and scaleups to succeed at home and
on the world stage through credible, Canadian-focused SaaS metric research, set in a global
context. This report specifically has three goals:

1. To elevate your knowledge about the metrics that matter most to investors and lenders at
each stage on the journey without you having to go out and do that digging yourself1.

2. To showcase a variety of SaaS investors and lenders on both sides of the border, to help you
expand your perspective and network. We’ve linked to their websites in this report, and if we
can support you with a warm introduction, please contact us via www.SaaSCan.ca.

3. To expand your awareness of the range of incredible SaaS companies headquartered in
Canada. We’ve included hyperlinks to the subset of portfolio companies highlighted by
investors and we encourage you to check them out.

Approach

This is a qualitative research report based on almost two dozen investor and lender interviews
conducted between January and April 2021. Both Canadian and US investors are included, and they
range from pre-revenue angel investors to SaaS-focused growth lenders to large cap private equity
investors. Qualitative investor and lender profiles are supplemented with a light quantitative
analysis and observations to reveal key themes.

Observations

As shown in the heatmap below, metrics related to retention and churn were consistently called out
by investors across all stages as key metrics to focus on. What varied by stage were the target
values investors expected for retention and churn. In terms of metrics that varied most by stage,
those related to founder commitment, product usage and value, customer and revenue acquisition,
and cash were more often mentioned by investors focused on startups than early or later stage
growth. Metrics related to growth and profitability increased in importance for early stage investors
and capital efficiency entered the equation. Investors focused on later stage growth called out

1 Each metric called out by investors is linked to a comprehensive definition in Klipfolio’s MetricHQ.
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metrics related to profitability and voice of the customer feedback more often compared to earlier
stage investors.

Metric Mentions by Stage

Metric Category
Investor / Lender Stage

Startup Early Stage Growth Later Stage Growth

Founding team commitment 5%

Product usage & value 12% 2%

Customer & revenue acquisition 32% 19% 12%

Cash 7% 6% 3%

Growth 12% 18% 15%

Retention & churn 21% 26% 26%

Profitability 11% 18% 27%

Capital efficiency 13% 7%

Voice of the customer 9%

This heatmap divides the number of times a metric in each category was mentioned in a specific stage by the
total number of mentions in that stage. The darker the cell, the more times investors called out this type of

metric at a given stage.

Conclusions

To enable you to evolve your metrics dashboard as your SaaS company matures, we have organized
insights from investor interviews into the SaaSCanTM Metrics Maturity Model. The model covers
stages from Startup through Later Stage Growth across four dimensions: overarching objective, the
questions to ask yourself, the key metric types investors recommend you track, and expected metric
performance.
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Research Approach
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Research Approach

Between January and April 2021, SaaSCanTM interviewed 22 investors in Canadian SaaS on both
sides of the Canada-US border and across the investment and lending spectrum. In selecting
interviewees, we sought out a diverse slate of investors and lenders to reflect the diversity of SaaS
entrepreneurs in Canada.

This research report includes perspectives
from 17 Canadian and 5 US investors and

lenders who have invested in or lent to
Canadian headquartered SaaS companies.

Investors profiled range across the
investment spectrum from startup
to early stage to later stage growth.
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In terms of investor job role,
more than half the

interviewees were Partners,
with remaining roles

spanning Principal, Investor,
and VP among others.

Women investors make up slightly more
than half the interviewees, spanning the
full range of job roles.  Of the Partners
SaaSCanTM interviewed, 42% were
women.
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This is primarily a qualitative research report that includes profiles of each investor’s perspective. In
order to supplement the qualitative perspectives, we have also included some light quantitative
analysis to reveal trends and patterns. We caution that this quantitative analysis should be
considered directional only. It reflects input from the 22 individuals we spoke with and is not a
statistically significant study at scale.

In terms of the interviews, SaaSCanTM asked each investor or lender the same three open-ended
questions:

1. What’s the short list of metrics you recommend SaaS founders and CEOs focus on most at
the stage you invest/lend?

2. What targets do you look for on each of those, and what nuances would you call out?
3. What advice do you have for SaaS founders and CEOs at this particular stage?

In the individual profiles, you will see the specific terms they used to describe the key metrics they
recommend SaaS founders focus on by stage. In a number of cases, different interviewees used
different words to describe the same metric, for example recurring revenue, annual recurring
revenue (ARR), and monthly recurring revenue (MRR). For the light quantitative analysis, SaaSCan
recoded metrics like this, for example as ARR/MRR, so we could compare apples to apples across
individuals and stages.

We then grouped each metric into one of nine categories to identify trends and patterns by category
and stage. You will find the category and stage groupings at the end of this report.
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Observations by
Stage
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Observations by Stage

Each SaaS investor and lender identified on average 6 to 7 key metrics, for a total of 146 metrics
mentioned. When SaaSCanTM dug into those metrics, we identified 44 unique metrics. That in and of
itself reveals a complexity that doesn’t exist in traditional Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP) metrics. Even segmenting by investment stage, there were 20 unique metrics or more by
stage, with overlap between stages. This speaks to individual investor preferences, and the broad
range of contexts in which SaaS companies operate.

● In the startup stage, 10 investors mentioned a total of 22 unique metrics related primarily to
customer and revenue acquisition, retention and churn, product usage and value, and
growth.

● In the early stage growth phase, 4 investors called out a total of 20 unique metrics, and
prioritized those related to retention and churn, acquisition, growth, and profitability, with
capital efficiency also entering the equation.

● As for the later stage growth, 8 investors and lenders mentioned 28 unique metrics,
spanning mainly profitability, retention and churn, growth, and as a new category, voice of
the customer feedback.

Startup

# of metric mentions by category in the Startup stage
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Early Stage Growth

# of metric mentions by category in Early Stage Growth

Later Stage Growth

# of metric mentions by category in Later Stage Growth
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Startup

SaaSCanTM included input from Angel, Pre-seed, and Seed investors in the Startup phase.

# of metric mentions by category in the Startup stage

Customer and revenue acquisition related metrics such as Total Addressable Market, Monthly or
Annual Recurring Revenue, and Number of Customers were the kinds of metrics most often
mentioned by investors at this stage.

Having worked hard to acquire those customers, retention and churn metrics were the category with
the next most mentions.

Growth metrics, and product usage & value metrics such as daily/weekly/monthly active users and
an in-product “proxy for value” metric were also metric types investors mentioned frequently at this
stage. This stands to reason as finding product-market fit it at the core of the startup phase.

Profitability metrics such as Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) Payback and Lifetime Value
(LTV):CAC was the fifth most commonly mentioned category of metrics mentioned, being called out
by half the investors in this stage. They cautioned that while it’s important to have an eye on these
metrics in terms of what it takes to get an individual customer to profitability, they certainly don’t
expect stability in financial metrics at this stage or profitability at an overall business level.
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Cash-related metrics, such as runway and net burn, and commitment related checkboxes, for
example is the company incorporated and are the founders working full-time in the business,
rounded out the metrics most often mentioned by investors at this stage.

Early Stage Growth

SaaSCanTM included investors who identified as late-stage Seed or Series A in Early Stage Growth.

# of metric mentions by category in Early Stage Growth

In terms of the metrics investors mentioned most in the early growth stage, those related to
retention and churn were top of the list.

Revenue and customer acquisition metrics moved from being the most commonly mentioned
metric in the startup phase, to second most commonly mentioned category in the early growth
phase, alongside - not surprisingly - growth metrics. The most commonly mentioned growth metric
here was annual or monthly recurring revenue growth rate.

Profitability metrics, such as gross margin, revenue per employee, LTV:CAC, and new customer CAC
payback, increased in importance compared to the startup phase. In addition, metrics related to
capital efficiency, for example burn multiple, efficiency score, and hype ratio, made an appearance
for the first time in this phase.

Rounding out the most commonly mentioned metrics at this stage was cash, specifically net burn.
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Later Stage Growth

SaaSCanTM included investors who identified as Series B or beyond, and growth lenders in Later
Stage Growth.

# of metric mentions by category in Later Stage Growth

In terms of metrics that matter most here, a full three quarters of investors SaaSCanTM spoke with in
this stage called out profitability metrics such as Gross Margin or Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)
Payback as important here. They were also very clear that context matters. For example, if you’re
expanding into a new market, your customer acquisition cost may be higher in that market as you
learn what works best there. So it’s important to segment your metrics by key dimensions like
geography and be able to speak to the story behind the data.

Not surprisingly, retention and churn metrics were also one of the top categories investors care
about most in the later stage growth phase. It’s well established that it costs far less to retain and
expand existing customers than to attract new ones - so SaaS companies need to double down on
retention as they evolve, while continuing to attract new customers. Growth metrics such as ARR
Growth Rate and Bookings Growth rate round out the top 3 types of metrics most mentioned by
investors in this stage.

Interestingly, Voice of the Customer metrics such as Net Promoter Score, Customer Satisfaction,
and Propensity to Renew appear in this stage for the first time from multiple investors. One
explanation for this is that companies are now a few years down the road from when they initially
established product-market fit. Customer needs and the competitive landscape have evolved. As
such, in the later stage growth phase, tracking trends in voice of the customer metrics can
complement product usage data to provide a more holistic view of how sticky customers are given
their evolving needs and alternatives in the marketplace. And as we know, sticky customers are the
life-blood of a successful SaaS company.
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Startup
Insights for Startups

Customer ROI
Bookings Sales Cycle Length

LTV:CAC CAC
Full-Time Employees Runway

North Star KPI Customers

Logo Churn CAC Payback

MRR/ARR Growth Rate
Net Churn/Retention

MRR/ARR TAM
DAU/WAU/MAU Gross Churn/Retention

Time to Value Net Burn
Incorporated Cost of Service

LTV
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Insights For Startups

In the startup phase, the investors SaaSCanTM spoke to advise SaaS founders to ensure they have a
deep understanding of the problem they’re solving, of their customers, and of how their product
delivers customer value. At this stage, investors encourage founders to focus on signs of emerging
product market fit and customer value. Investors also want to see a huge market opportunity and a
path to success at scale starting with an impressive pace of customer acquisition.

They caution that in this phase when there is limited or even no data history and a company is still
finding product market fit, startups shouldn’t get hung up on tracking a lot of SaaS metrics. Instead,
they should pick a small handful that matter most for their specific context and track those,
knowing the data will be imperfect.

Identify a North Star KPI that serves as a proxy for the value you deliver to customers. For example:

Canadian SaaS Company North Star KPI

Beanworks – Accounts payable automation Invoices processed

Ritual –  Urban food ordering Orders processed

Sensibill – Digital receipt management Receipts captured

Supply Chain Software – Inventory Management Views of multi-facility inventory dashboard

Symend – Helps customers resolve past due bills Customers treated

Unito – Two way productivity tool integrations Active integrations
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Capital Angel Network

The Capital Angel Network is a group of angel investors in the Ottawa-Gatineau region. Their goal is
to grow the region’s entrepreneurial community with the intention of making it one of the best
regions to start a business and gain access to investment opportunities.

Motivated by this goal, the Capital Angel Network has invested in a number of Canadian SaaS
companies including:

MindBridge - The platform is the world’s first and only AI powered auditing solution that leverages
advanced machine learning and AI techniques to augment human capacity and cope with the
enormous amounts of financial data that exist within organizations.

Rewind - Protects data through backing up, restoring, and copying the critical information stored in
SaaS applications.

Welbi - Simplifies the process of creating and delivering resident-tailored programs for recreation
teams in older adult communities.
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In terms of key metrics that pre-revenue and early stage SaaS CEOs should focus on, Jennifer has 6
top picks. These metrics aim to ensure that the business model makes sense given the context of
the target market and go to market channels. Specifically, Jennifer calls out three main takeaways.

1. Customer Acquisition Cost must reflect the price of the service. It is not sustainable to have
a high CAC when the price of the service is low.

2. Time to Onboard is key. It’s not uncommon for early-stage companies to underinvest in
onboarding and retention. If it takes too long to onboard new customers, their churn risk
increases dramatically.

3. Every SaaS company should track engagement metrics. How often are users logging in, how
many features are they using, how engaged are they with the solution.

The key metrics Jennifer recommends CEOs focus on are:

Logo Churn
Cost of Service - for example SaaS hosting
Total Addressable Market (TAM)
Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) Payback Period
Time to Onboard / Time to Value
Usage/ Engagement ie Daily Active Users (DAU), Weekly Active Users (WAU), Monthly Active Users
(MAU)
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Concrete Ventures

Concrete Ventures invests in great ideas and founders in Atlantic Canada who are ready to build
massively scalable businesses. Concrete Ventures has invested in firms across a broad range of sectors
at the pre-seed stage for 10 years.

The majority of Concrete Ventures portfolio companies are SaaS, including:

Rally - For law firms of all sizes, Rally helps users attract and retain clients with a best-in-class,
white-labelled collaborative workspace. Their advanced automation technology boosts profits on
fixed-fee and routine services while freeing up time to focus on higher value work.

Squiggle Park - Squiggle Park uses a scientifically backed reading methodology to accelerate mastery of
reading skills for ages 3 to 8, and reading comprehension for ages 8 - 15+.

TrojAI - TrojAI is developing solutions to protect artificial intelligence platforms from adversarial attacks
on training data and AI models, such as poisoning or embedded Trojan and evasion attacks.
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In terms of key metrics to track at the pre-seed stage, Patrick has 4 top picks:

Year over Year Growth Rate - In the early days, Patrick likes to see a plan scale rapidly year over year,
to double and double and double ARR/MRR.

CAC Payback Period - Patrick prefers this metric over LTV:CAC because assumptions on margin and
churn in LTV can skew the numbers dramatically. It’s rare to hit 6 months in the early stages.

Product Usage / Engagement - You can trick yourself into thinking you’re delivering a great product
because someone is paying you. But if they’re not actually using the product, you’re going to be
facing churn at some point. Track metrics such as Daily Active Users to Monthly Active Users, Free
vs Paid users, or create your own.

North Star Metric - Identify a unique value for your company and context that shows value.

Patrick also shares two bonus metrics he tracks as an investor, and that he advises his portfolio
companies to start tracking towards the end of the seed stage or into the Series A stage.

Hype Ratio - Defined as the amount of capital raised - cash on hand / ARR. Shows how efficiently a
company spends money to generate revenue. Deep tech requires more investment.

Burn Multiple - Defined as Net Burn / Net New Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR). You want to start
tracking this when you have product-market fit and are deploying cash to the Sales & Marketing
engine.
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Real Ventures

Real Ventures is an early stage investment firm headquartered in Montreal, investing at the
pre-seed and seed stages. Taking a people first approach, Real Ventures seeks to scale not only
the businesses they invest in, but also the founders that are at their core. Their philosophy focuses
on the belief that collaboration and connection are vital to entrepreneurial success, and that
mindsets are as important as skill sets.

Guided by this philosophy, Real Ventures has invested in a number of Canadian SaaS companies
including:

Botpress - An open-source platform for building conversational interfaces.

HumanFirst - Developer focused software for creating structured data sets that power natural
language understanding.

Wisk Solutions - Inventory management software for restaurants and bars.
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Real Ventures partner, Isaac Souweine, focuses on pre-seed stage startups. He calls out 6 key
metrics that are important at this stage from both an investor and a founder/CEO perspective. They
get to the heart of whether there is customer interest in and value derived from the product, and
how efficiently the startup is using cash. Of particular interest at this stage, where product-market fit
is the focus, is a Customer Value metric.

Customer value generally means increased revenue or time/money saved. At the early stage you
should try to deliver value that is 10x the cost of the product.

Isaac’s other top picks at the pre-seed stage are:

Monthly Revenue Growth Rate
Net Burn
Logo Churn
Total Addressable Market
Team Size
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Acceleprise

Acceleprise was founded in 2012 in Washington DC in response to a lack of resources for early
stage enterprise technology companies at the time. The Acceleprise accelerator program now runs
in San Francisco, New York, and Toronto. Acceleprise invests in B2B SaaS businesses across a
wide range of industries. Examples of Canadian SaaS investments at the pre-seed stage include:

Broca - A smart assistant for marketers and copywriters. Broca helps to create new variations for
Google Ads, to optimize website copy, and to generate more content.

Calico - Calico’s platform is everything eCommerce brands need before their products get on Shopify
and Stripe. We are the product development OS that powers the $1.4 trillion eCommerce production
market from concept to doorstep. For the first time ever, brands and suppliers can leverage Calico’s AI
workflows and factory network to transform the way their products get to market.

SuperVisas - A legal software that makes visa applications simple, affordable, and fast. SuperVisas is
registered with the Immigration Consultants of Canada Regulatory Council (ICCRC).

Knowing both the US and Canadian markets, Venture Investor Pranavi Cheemakurti notes that
Canadian women founders in particular face two taxes: a “Canadian tax” and a “woman tax”.
Unfortunately these lead to lower valuations, lower prices, and higher dilution. She advises
Canadian women founders to think big, own the boldness of their vision, and surround themselves
with people who can show them what’s possible, especially investors.
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At the pre-seed stage, Pranavi looks for companies with a clear path towards building a venture
scale business, in other words the ability to reach $100M in Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) one
day. She calls out 6 key indicators she looks at during the pre-seed stage:

Minimum Viable Product (MVP) In Market - Ideally she likes to see a product in-market, but not
always. For example, if a product relies on deep technology that is more difficult for competitors to
catch up to, and there’s a clear vision and market potential, Acceleprise has invested even before an
initial product release.

Existing Users - Again while it’s ideal to have existing users getting value, it’s not required.

Founding Team - Acceleprise expects the founding team to be working full time on the business.

Incorporated - The company must be incorporated for Acceleprise to invest.

Total Addressable Market (TAM) - Needs to be huge.

Fundraisability - How fundable is the idea, the founder, this space. Does this company have the
ability to hit seed metrics in time, which are 10-15K in MRR, growing 20-30% month over month.

As a closing piece of advice, Pranavi advises Canadian SaaS founders to structure their fundraises
around momentum, market potential and opportunity vs survival and runway and having enough
cash in the bank. This way, founders will get more favourable terms.
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Acceprise is currently investing from its fourth pre-seed fund and its first seed fund. Partner Jonah
Midanic has a unique perspective on Canadian SaaS given he’s a Canadian, working for a US fund,
investing exclusively in Canadian SaaS companies. Notable Seed-stage investments in Canadian
SaaS include:

MinervaAI - MinervaAI is a highly-automated solution for financial regulatory compliance that
reduces the burden of performing enhanced due diligence.

PrivateAI - PrivateAI develops privacy-preserving machine learning and natural language processing
tools.

VendorPM - A software-enabled marketplace that empowers property managers to effortlessly
work with vendors. VendorPM streamlines efficiency at the site-level while providing head office
with centralized control through actionable-intelligence.

Jonah underscores that at the early stages, founders aren’t expected to have clean metrics that
show an extensive history. Instead, he advises founders to align on a story, select the metrics that fit
best, and show proof points along the way. For example, to illustrate demand for their project, a
founder could highlight that they spent $50/day on Google ads and have an 800 person waiting list.
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Examples of top SaaS Metrics Jonah advises founders to consider at this stage include:
Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)
Churn (Logo, Gross, Net)
Bookings
Monthly Recurring Revenue
Lifetime Value to Customer Acquisition Cost (LTV:CAC)
Monthly Recurring Revenue Growth Rate

● Enterprise: a good target is signing up 2 - 3 new customers/quarter.
● Mid-market: a good target is a Proof of Concept conversion rate of almost 100%
● Small and Medium Businesses (SMB): look at month over month growth, want to see

traction and a go to market channel that matches the sales price

Examples of Product Metrics include: Daily Active Users (DAU) Growth Rate, Time to Value.

Examples of Demand Metrics include: Landing Page Bounce Rate.

Finally, Jonah advises Canadian SaaS companies that US investors will look for early traction or
proof points from US customers.
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Amplify Capital

Amplify Capital is a Canadian-based impact investment venture firm investing in technologies that
can scale solutions to today’s complex social and environmental challenges. Amplify invests in
companies with an emphasis on United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) #3: Good
Health, #4: Quality Education and #13: Climate Action. All of Amplify Capital’s impact measurement
and management tools are anchored to the SDGs. Initial seed-stage investments range from $500 -
750K. Amplify Capital has invested in several standout Canadian SaaS companies including:

EarlyBird Education - improves literacy outcomes for children who today are not screened early or
provided personalized interventions to change their academic and life trajectory. EarlyBird provides
schools and therapists with a game-based detection software platform, predicting risk for dyslexia and
other literacy challenges with expansive insights to support teachers, parents and pediatricians.

Knockri - is an AI video soft-skill assessment tool that helps diversify the future workforce by reducing
bias at the interview screening phase. Knockri merges video intelligence, artificial intelligence and
industrial psychology science to quantify soft skills like confidence, empathy and growth mindset.

Verto - solves for improving health outcomes at scale and uses digital twin technology to revolutionize
health care delivery efficiency to improve patient outcomes and patient experience, while significantly
reducing administration costs. The software is a smart-data integration and virtualization of care that
ensures quality management of care through automation, digital-twin pathways, and user-friendly
interfaces for clinicians, administrators, patients, and caregivers.
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Amplify Capital Managing Partner Kathryn Wortsman stresses that metrics are just part of the story.
The most important thing at the seed stage is whether a founder deeply understands the problem
they’re trying to solve, and who their customer is. For example, founders should have exceptional
insight into what a customer needs to do before making a decision:

● Does the current infrastructure enable easy implementation, or is there a need for systems
change?

● What additional solutions and integrations are required for yours to operate?
● What is the decision-making process of your target customer?

Once a founder understands the answers to questions like these, SaaS metrics can validate
product-market fit. Key metrics Kathryn recommends seed-stage founders focus on include:

New Customer Signups - The velocity at which a company is attracting new customers is an
indication of urgency around the need for the product. This is paramount at the seed stage.

Length of the Sales Cycle - Here shorter is not necessarily better. What’s required instead is a deep
understanding of the multiple facets of the sales cycle and the standard range that’s emerging.

Renewal Rate - At the seed-stage, this data isn’t always available, but if it is, it should be high.

Total Addressable Market (TAM) - This is critical at the seed stage. Amplify Capital looks for the
TAM to be at least $2 B USD.
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Golden Ventures

Golden Ventures is a seed-stage venture capital fund, based in Toronto and investing across North
America. Golden is industry agnostic and backs bold teams and their transformative ideas. One
third of Golden’s investments are in Canadian headquartered SaaS companies, with the first cheque
ranging from 500K to 1.5 M.

Taylor Wilson, Associate at Golden Ventures, calls out the increasingly complex nature of SaaS, with
phenomena including consumer SaaS, bottoms-up strategies, product-led growth, verticalized SaaS,
and usage based billing models all becoming more prevalent. Given the increasing complexities,
there’s no longer a single set of metrics she uses to evaluate all SaaS businesses. Taylor advises
founders to identify a set of focused metrics that make sense for their context, and to get obsessed
about those. Examples of Canadian SaaS companies in Golden’s portfolio include:

BenchSci - An AI platform to help scientists design better experiments by mining a vast catalog of public
datasets, research articles, and proprietary customer datasets.

CruxOCM - Combining advanced physics-based methodologies with machine learning, CRUX software
helps ensure control room operators stay safe while contributing to a seamless, continuous operation.

FormHero - FormHero provides Smart Form solutions to transform traditional paperwork and data
collection into intuitive, accurate, and elegant experiences.
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In terms of metrics SaaS founders should focus on at the seed stage, Taylor has 4 top picks:

Lifetime Value to Customer Acquisition Cost (LTV:CAC) - Here founders should look to achieve a
customer lifetime value 3 times the customer acquisition cost or higher.

ARR Growth Rate - At the seed stage, a good target is growing Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) by
3x annually.

Customer Retention Rate - Here Taylor notes targets vary depending on size of customer:

● 40-70% for Consumer Saas
● 40-60% for SMB
● 80-90% for Mid-Market
● 90-95% for Enterprise

Net Revenue Retention - Here Taylor notes targets vary based on size of customer and go-to-market
strategy:

● 55-80% for Consumer Saas
● 100 - 120% for Bottoms up Saas
● 110 - 130% for Enterprise Saas
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MaRS Investment Accelerator Fund

Investment Accelerator Fund (IAF) is one of Canada’s most active venture capital firms focused on
early stage opportunities in B2B software, fintech and digital health. Since 2010, they have invested
in 130+ companies across three core funds and delivered strong performance with consistency.
Portfolio companies include:

Axonify - Axonify is the modern learning and communications solution for frontline employees that
actually works. Employees love the fun, fast, personalized experience so much that 83% of them
come back to train 2-3 times a week. The result? Behaviors on your frontline change in all the right
ways to make a meaningful impact on your business results.

Ideal - Ideal is a talent intelligence system that enhances HR software to help teams make more
accurate, efficient, and fair talent decisions. With this technology, Ideal accurately automates
administrative tasks, as well as screens and matches talent - while also providing concrete,
data-driven insights on diversity, equity, and inclusion.

MindBridge - The platform is the world’s first and only AI powered auditing solution that leverages
advanced machine learning and AI techniques to augment human capacity and cope with the
enormous amounts of financial data that exist within organizations.
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Senior Investment Manager, Snita Balsara and the MaRS IAF team highlight 8 key metrics founders
should consider at the Seed stage. Of utmost importance at the Seed stage is seeing the
repeatability of Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR). Snita also advises companies to analyze data in
cohorts of time and by customer segment, and to look at the company holistically versus just at
points in time.

Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR)

Monthly Growth Rate

Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)

Lifetime Value (LTV)

Unit Economics Metrics, for example Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) Payback Period

Conversion Metrics that show how customers are moving through the stages in the sales cycle.

Runway

Net Retention
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Mistral Venture Partners

Mistral Venture Partners is a seed stage investment firm with offices in Ottawa and Toronto. They
are guided by three fundamental beliefs: transparency in their relationships with founders, sharing
experience and mentorship, and the power of simplicity in solving important problems in an easily
understood way.

Guided by these beliefs, Mistral has invested in a number of Canadian SaaS companies including:

Symend - A science-driven engagement platform that transforms the way enterprises engage and
retain financially at-risk customers.

Ritual - A consumer focused mobile application, which recreates the suburban drive-through
experience within the urban core.

CloudCheckr - Delivering total visibility in a cloud management platform, CloudCheckr makes the
most complex cloud infrastructures easy to manage.
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In terms of key metrics that seed-stage CEOs should track on a dashboard, Mistral Ventures
Principal, Pablo Srugo, has 8 top picks. One that’s especially revealing is the North Star KPI metric.

North Star KPI

Pablo describes a company’s North Star KPI as a proxy for the value and utility a company delivers
to its customers. This metric is unique to each company and should get to the heart of the
company’s value proposition.

For a company like Symend that engages with financially at-risk customers, the number of
customers treated is an ideal North Star KPI. For a company like Ritual, offering the suburban
drive-through experience in the urban core, the number of orders processed on the platform is an
ideal proxy for value.

The other key metrics Pablo recommends seed stage-CEOs track are:

Monthly Recurring Revenue / Annual Recurring Revenue
Monthly Revenue Growth Rate
Number of Customers
Runway
Net Burn
Gross Churn
Net Churn
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StandUp Ventures

StandUp Ventures champions breakthrough companies led by women. They believe that
women-led companies think outside the box, recruit great talent, and serve bigger markets. They
invest in seed-stage technology companies with at least one woman in a C-level leadership
position within the company and an equitable amount of ownership.

Notable seed-stage Canadian SaaS portfolio companies include:

Arteria - Applies artificial intelligence and a data-first approach to the drafting, negotiation and
analysis of contracts. Arteria turns executed contracts into data, helping organizations complete
contracts, and get to revenue, faster.

Bridgit - Bridgit is a jobsite communication platform for the construction industry. Using the
platform, contractors and engineers can track the performance of all participants in a building’s
construction. As well, users can track the status of deficiencies and assign responsibility for
their remedy.

Coconut Software - An enterprise appointment scheduling company that provides virtual
meetings, in-branch engagement and analytics solutions for Community Banks and Credit
Unions.
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StandUp Ventures Managing Partner, Michelle McBane, explains that at the seed stage she and her
team work with founders to start thinking about their SaaS KPIs. Companies don’t often have the
data history to reliably track SaaS metrics until they’re past about half a million in Annual Recurring
Revenue (ARR). However it’s key at this stage to establish what the series A milestones should be
and progress towards them. Four metrics Michelle calls out as key at the seed stage are:

MRR/ARR - In an enterprise context at the seed stage, companies are often working hard to convert
proof of concepts (POC) to SaaS contracts. Don’t call the revenue ARR if it’s really POC revenue. Do
lay the foundation for a seamless transition from POC success to a SaaS revenue stream right in the
contract.

MRR/ARR Growth Rate - At the early stages, StandUp is looking for evidence of strong growth rates
and evidence of early traction, but doesn’t typically seek out a specific growth rate target.

Activation Rate - Pick a product usage metric or customer behaviour that could be an early indicator
that an account will renew and expand down the road. This should be reviewable in weeks or
months, not years. Track these indicators and do cohort analysis to determine common patterns.
Mark Roberge (former Hubspot CRO) has done some great analysis on this topic.

Net Dollar Retention - Michelle and her team get excited when they see companies who are able to
talk about retention at an early stage because retention is ultimately one of the most important SaaS
metrics.
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Early Stage Growth

ACV
Hype Ratio MRR/ARR
Rule of 40 LTV:CAC

Revenue per Employee
Bessemer Efficiency Ratio

Net Burn Burn Multiple
Gross Churn/Retention

MRR/ARR Growth Rate
Logo Churn Net Churn/Retention

Expansion Bookings Gross Margin
Customer Revenue Concentration

POC Conversion Rate
New Bookings CAC Payback

CAC
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Insights for Early Stage Growth

In the early stage growth phase, the investors SaaSCanTM spoke with continue to encourage
founders to focus on product-market fit and being obsessed with their customers.

They reassure founders that at this stage, it is not a straight-line when it comes to SaaS metrics -
what is most important is understanding what’s behind the metrics.

They do expect companies to evolve their metrics maturity as they grow, and to focus on a broader
range of functional metrics.
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BDC

Michelle Scarborough is Managing Partner, Strategic Investments and Women in Technology
Venture Fund at BDC. She leads the origination and execution of strategic initiatives to fill current
and future financing gaps in the Canadian ecosystem. She is also responsible for BDC’s $200 M
CAD investment to bring capital to high-growth tech companies with women in the lead.
Investments range from Seed stage to Series A and B with revenues between $500 K and $30 M
CAD.

At the Seed stage, Michelle and her team generally look for companies that have an existing Proof
of Concept and are seeking product-market fit. At the series A stage, she expects companies to
have secured some marquee customers and have found product-market fit. Notable Canadian SaaS
portfolio companies include:

Beanworks - Based in Vancouver, BC, Beanworks provides accounts payable automation software
that uses AI-powered data capture to process invoices and vendor payments. In March, 2021,
French enterprise services firm Quadient SA ADR purchased a 96% stake in Beanworks for $105
Million.

Nudge - Based in Toronto, ON, Nudge offers a communications platform that delivers tangible
business results by helping non-desk workers stay informed, connected, and engaged at work.

ProcedureFlow - Based in St John, NB, ProcedureFlow provides cloud-based knowledge
management software for creating effective visual procedures for company processes.
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In terms of key metrics SaaS founders should focus on as they move towards Series A, Michelle has
7 top picks.

POC Conversion Rate - At this stage, logos should be late pilot with commercial conversion pending,
or already converted to commercial. Conversion rate will vary by industry.

Revenue Growth Rate - At the seed stage, look for repeatability from existing customers. Develop a
land and expand strategy while attracting new customers.

Gross Retention Rate - You want this to continuously improve over time. In a B2B context, 80 - 90%
is a good target as you move through Series A to Series B.

Logo Churn - The trend is the key here. At the seed stage, logo churn may be 100% if you don’t have
product-market fit this should drop as you hit product-market fit.

Gross Margin - This is often low at the seed stage. As you move to Series A you want to start driving
to capital efficiency.

Net Burn - You want to track this carefully however it can vary dramatically.

Capital Efficiency Ratio - You want to be approaching 1 - 2 at Series A.

Finally, Michelle advises Canadian SaaS founders to keep a close eye on what US companies are
doing. They constitute your biggest competition.
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Brightspark Ventures

Brightspark is a venture capital firm and fintech hybrid where accredited investors invest alongside
Brightspark’s team. Headquartered in Montreal, Brightspark invests in pre-series A Canadian tech
companies who normally have a product in the market, early traction, and some existing customers.
Founded in 1999, Brightspark has invested in a number of Canadian SaaS companies including:

Classcraft - Software for schools and districts that motivates students to reach their full potential
through playful, collaborative and sustainable learning experiences that promote growth and human
connection.

Nudge - Nudge offers a communications platform that delivers tangible business results by helping
non-desk workers stay informed, connected, and engaged at work.

Potloc - A consumer research company, extracting consumer insights by targeting respondents by
interest or location on the social networks consumers trust.
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Brightspark Principal, Eleonore Jarry-Ferron calls out 6 key metrics to consider at the pre-Series A
stage from both an investor and a founder/CEO perspective. Each has its own nuances, and
Eleonore advises SaaS founders to run cohort analysis, for example, by sales channel, annual
contract value, or sales rep in an Enterprise context.

MRR (or ARR) Bookings - Here it’s important to track both new and expansion revenue. Brightspark
likes to see early signs of customer accounts increasing overtime, or of a successful
land-and-expand strategy.

MRR (or ARR) Growth Rate - Here a good target is at least doubling revenue year over year, or
growth of 10 - 15% per month.

Logo Churn - Where lower is better but not always. In the early days, some customers will not be a
good fit long term, so churn may be higher until the company finds product-market-fit.

LTV:CAC - At this stage, there may only be a year or so of data history. As such, Eleonore advises
founders to be realistic in their LTV calculations. For an enterprise model with annual contracts, 2-3
years is a reasonable expectation. For an SMB model with month to month billing, a year is more
reasonable.

Customer Revenue Concentration - It’s important to ensure that one customer is not making up a
disproportionate amount of revenue. In general, this should remain under 30 - 40%.
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Radical Ventures

Radical Ventures is an Artificial Intelligence-focused VC fund created by AI founders for AI founders.
Radical Ventures’ founders also founded Layer 6 -- one of Canada’s largest AI exits -- and the Vector
Institute for AI, and helped co-author the Pan Canadian AI Strategy, the world’s first AI national AI
strategy. Radical Ventures’ team has deep technical expertise, business experience and
relationships across the AI world, enabling them to invest in AI world-leaders. Radical Ventures’
Impact Team provides specialized support to help AI companies achieve global success.

Radical Ventures portfolio company PocketHealth is a fast growing, patient-centric medical image
and patient data access and sharing software platform. The PocketHealth team is removing hard
costs and friction for hospitals and healthcare providers while fundamentally empowering patients
with a simple-to-use platform to participate in their care.
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Radical Ventures investor Sanjana Basu emphasizes that the key metrics founders should focus on
will vary depending on their specific context. She advises founders to be obsessed with their
customers and have a disciplined approach to track the metrics that enable companies to make the
necessary changes to drive customer value. As her top SaaS metric picks in general, Sanjana
focuses on acquisition, retention and growth metrics.

Acquisition

● Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR)
● Annual Contract Value (ACV)
● Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)

Retention

● Logo Churn or MRR Churn
● Net Dollar Retention

Growth

● Annual Growth Rate

Sanjana also looks at Net Burn and wants to see how cash is being used to create value for
customers and stakeholders.
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In the context of AI, Sanjana calls out three notable nuances:

Revenue Type - While it can be tempting to prioritize short term AI services revenue from building
customized solutions, a scalable AI product is where the value is generated. In the words of Radical
Ventures Co-founder and Managing Partner Jordan Jacobs, “Global AI companies should be more
SaaS than Service.”

Data Costs - Sanjana looks to see how AI companies are finding innovative ways to reduce the
costs of data acquisition, data storage, data annotation, and data labelling while ensuring high
quality data in the context of the exact problem they’re trying to solve.

Algorithmic Performance - Algorithmic performance benchmarks for AI companies vary depending
on the type of problem being solved. Founders need to know what a good benchmark is for their
context and use cases.
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OMERS Ventures

Based in Toronto, Silicon Valley, and London, OMERS Ventures invests in stand-out technology
businesses typically raising Series A to C with a first cheque ranging from $5M - $25M. The team
invests in all areas of SaaS, with a particular emphasis on the Future of Work, Retail Tech, and
Fintech.

OMERS Ventures has invested in a number of Canadian SaaS companies including:

Jobber - Field service management software to schedule jobs, optimize routes, send quotes and
invoices via text messages, and get paid on the spot.

Klue - Market and competitive intelligence software that enables competitor research and delivery
of sales battlecards to B2B Sales teams.

Solink - Video surveillance software that connects security camera footage with point of sale data
and creates a dashboard of analytics and searchable moments.

TouchBistro - A software company that develops a restaurant point of sale system for the iPad.
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While the Rule of 40 is a good starting point to try and balance the inevitable trade-off required
between growth and profitability for a company aiming to scale, Laura recommends growth-stage
CEOs track a series of specific metrics that demonstrate velocity, profitability, and capital efficiency.
Examples of each include:

Velocity
● Revenue Growth Rate
● Net Dollar Retention Rate
● Gross Dollar Churn Rate

Profitability
● Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) Payback
● Revenue per Employee
● Gross Margin

Capital Efficiency
● Net Burn Ratio, also called Burn Multiple

Laura advises CEOs to think about how the metrics stack up throughout each round of financing –
because it is rare that a company will be hitting the mark across the full set of core metrics. For
example, the team may have demonstrated strong Net Dollar Retention during the Series A funding
round, but acknowledged the need to improve Revenue per Employee or Rule of 40 as they scaled.
Naturally, when the company starts the Series B fundraising, investors are going to want to see
improvements in these metrics.
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As Laura explains, as a company matures and progresses from its A round through to its C round,
each functional area should be thinking about its own key metrics. Here’s a starting point for what
some of those metrics could be:

Sales - Number of demos booked, conversion ratios of pipeline stages, days in sales cycle, quota
attainment, win/loss ratio.

Marketing - Number of Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs) added in quarter, ROI by channel, MQL to
Sales Accepted Leads (SALs) conversion rates.

Product - Number of Features Released per Month, Uptime, Monthly Active Users, Monthly Active
Accounts, Usage Minutes.

Customer Success - Time to Launch, Net $ Retention, CSAT, NPS, Customer Health, Customer
Advocacy and References.
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Later Stage Growth
Insights for Later Stage Growth Companies

ACV
Net Burn Win Rate

Net ARR Added Time to Value
Propensity to Renew Magic Number

Bookings Growth Rate
MRR/ARR CAC Ratio

MRR/ARR Growth Rate
Net Churn/Retention

Gross Churn/Retention
CAC Payback Gross Margin

Rule of 40 NPS LTV:CAC
Free Cash Flow Margin ARR Gross Profit Payback

ARR Efficiency Ratio Revenue per Employee
Logo Churn EBITDA Margin

CSAT Runway
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Insights for Later Stage Growth Companies

In the later stage growth phase, the investors SaaSCanTM spoke with offered advice in several key
areas.

SaaS CEOs should remain focused on realizing their vision, delivering customer value, and
outpacing the competition.

Metrics are guide posts not absolutes and you are on a continuous journey to improve them. You
should calculate key SaaS metrics for your forward looking projections to ensure you are setting
realistic expectations.

Finally, while retention is a key metric for all SaaS companies, beyond that you should be selective
about the metrics that matter most for the nuances of your specific context.
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Volition Capital

Volition Capital is a growth equity firm headquartered in Boston that provides expansion capital to
high growth software, internet, and consumer companies. Founded in 2010, Volition invests in a
small number of founder-owned capital efficient businesses that aspire to lead their markets - and
have the proven chops to get there. Initial investments typically range from $10M to $50M.

Volition’s portfolio currently includes 2 stand-out Canadian SaaS companies:

Assent Compliance - Provides cloud-based SaaS solutions that help companies manage their
supply chain data, facilitate stakeholder and supply chain education on regulatory and program
requirements, and increase transparency between businesses.

Messagepoint - Uses AI-powered content intelligence to automate and simplify the process of
migrating, optimizing, authoring and managing customer communications across all platforms and
channels.
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Tomy Han, Principal at Volition Capital, explains that metrics are just one of many things that
comprise a business. For younger, less mature companies, metrics are naturally less normalized
while more mature companies should have more predictable metrics. CEOs should be thinking
about where there is room for improvement and focus accordingly.

The top 5 metrics that Tomy calls out for SaaS founders and CEOs to focus on are:

Net Promoter Score (NPS) - Here Tomy stresses that the goal is a good base of satisfied
customers. The score itself is relative though. For example, if you have an NPS of 30 and your
competitor has an NPS of 80, you have work to do.
Gross Retention Rate - For companies selling into the mid-market, targets are lower here.
Net Retention Rate - The best Enterprise SaaS companies see values above 110 or even 120. This
requires a strong partnership between Customer Success and R&D.
Net Burn - Tomy focuses on cash in and cash out on a net basis, and here, lower isn’t necessarily
better. An optimal burn rate varies depending on the size of the company and what they’re investing
into.
Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) Payback Period - Tomy notes that payback period naturally varies
with deal size, however anything under 12 months is generally strong for Enterprise SaaS.
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Georgian

Georgian is a Canadian investment fund headquartered in Toronto. They invest in high growth
technology companies with great leadership and strong work culture who can benefit from the use
of Georgian’s data-driven platform. Georgian invests in companies generating $500k+ in monthly
recurring revenue who are raising between $25 and $75 million.

Georgian has a number of Canadian portfolio companies including:

Cority - Environmental, Health, Safety and Quality (EHSQ) software solutions that enable customers
to advance their journey to sustainability and operational excellence.

TrackTik - Security workforce management software that helps companies streamline operations,
measure guard performance, and compile incident reports.

Vention - Simplifies machine design, enabling users to design and order custom industrial
equipment in days.
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Emily outlines 7 key metrics that make up the Georgian “G7”. Georgian looks for companies that
have a majority of these metrics with values in the top quartile, as shown above. She calls out Net
Retention in particular as the metric she thinks about the most.

Net Retention

High Net Retention shows that you’re able to keep customers and grow their value over time. It
leads to higher valuations. At the growth stage, is it not uncommon to have some executive
compensation tied to this metric. For SaaS companies selling into enterprise customers, top
quartile performance is 115% or above. When selling into SMBs, 100 or 101% is a good target.

The other 6 metrics rounding out Georgian’s G7 are:

ARR Growth Rate YoY

EBITDA Margin

Gross Margin CAC Payback

Gross Retention

ARR Efficiency Ratio

Months to Cash Zero
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Inovia Capital

Inovia Capital partners with ambitious founders ready to build enduring global technology
companies. They serve founders with a hands-on operator-led approach, dedicated, long-term
mentorship, a global talent network, and strategic support through all stages of portfolio company
development. Inovia Capital manages over US$1.5 B across venture and growth-stage funds and
has offices in Montreal, Toronto, Calgary, San Francisco, and London. In March 2021, they closed
their second growth-stage fund of $450 M USD.

Inovia has invested in numerous SaaS companies with a Canadian headquarters. Mia Morisset, VP,
Growth Equity, highlights several she has been actively involved with:

AlayaCare - AlayaCare provides end-to-end home healthcare solutions to improve health outcomes.

AppDirect - AppDirect aims to simplify the digital economy for buyers and sellers of web-based
applications.

WorkJam - WorkJam empowers the digital workplace with shift-based and hourly workers to
manage and optimize their employee-employer relationship.
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Mia outlines 2 key questions investors want to understand at the Series C stage:

1) Are customers sticky and can their share of wallet expand?

Here, founders can use metrics such as gross and net retention, upsells/cross-sells, product
engagement metrics (Daily Active Users/Weekly Active Users/Monthly Active Users), as well as Net
Promoter Score (NPS) trend-over-time to help understand the customer lifetime value.

2) What revenue is generated from every dollar spent?

Here, founders can use metrics such as CAC Payback Period, Revenue/Full Time Equivalent and
Rule of 40 to speak to capital efficiency.
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Mia outlines 7 key metrics that SaaS founders should focus on at the Series C stage:

ARR Growth Rate Year over Year
Rule of 40
Gross Retention
Net Retention
Gross Margin
Lifetime Value: Customer Acquisition Cost
CAC Payback Period
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Royal Bank of Canada - Technology & Innovation Banking

The Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) supports all verticals and sectors within the innovation
ecosystem. In general, this includes software, hardware, fintech, AI, agtech, cleantech and life
sciences. RBC has experts dedicated to each of these areas that provide insights and background
to address the specific needs of each business.

As a VP in the Technology & Innovation Banking Group, Darryl Duncan is a strategic financial partner
to numerous SaaS companies. The metrics he recommends SaaS founders and CEOs pay the most
attention to get to the heart of how they acquire and monetize their customers. While knowing their
numbers in the context of their industry is essential, Darryl encourages founders to be cautious of
focusing on too many metrics and “getting lost in the weeds”. It is critical a CEO knows the
numbers, but equally critical that they don’t lose focus on leading their team, understanding their
customers, and charting the course to achieve their vision.

Founders need to know when to invest in growth and where. Fully understanding their metrics will
not only drive the appropriate revisions that can lead to growth, but will also put founders in the best
position when speaking with existing and potential investors.
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Darryl’s top 5 metrics growth stage founders and CEOs should focus on are listed below. Equally
critical to these metrics is the CEO’s understanding of and ability to articulate what’s driving each
one.

Monthly Recurring Revenue - Higher is better here, but companies must understand what’s driving
their growth. Tracking MRR trends will give CEOs significant insights into performance.

Gross Churn - Churn provides an assessment of how effective a company is at retaining existing
clients and is generally lower for B2B companies than B2C companies. The key question here is
whether the churn rate is so high that it’s breaking your model.

Gross Margin - SaaS companies generally look to have margins in excess of 70% to validate the
scalability of the business and confirm that the company has product market fit. Again, higher is
generally better, but be clear (i.e. explicit) about what you are including in your COGS.

Lifetime Value to Customer Acquisition Cost - This metric allows a company to determine if
increased CAC is effective at increasing LTV and to make informed decisions regarding the
effectiveness of each CAC dollar spent. With an efficient sales process and the perfect channel(s),
this ratio can be much higher.

Customer Acquisition Cost Payback Period - CAC Payback can be as high as 18 months, but is
ideally less than 12. A lower payback period strongly suggests that a SaaS company has found the
proper sales channels.
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SaaS Capital

SaaS Capital is a growth-stage lender headquartered in Seattle, WA. At the core of their investment
philosophy is a commitment to being transparent in their funding process, responsive to current and
potential portfolio companies, and accountable to those they do business with.

Guided by this philosophy, SaaS Capital has provided growth funding for a number of SaaS
companies including:

Uberflip - A Canadian content experience platform that empowers marketers to scale how they
incorporate content into every touchpoint.

Updox - An American single collaboration platform for out-of-hospital healthcare providers.

ClearCompany - An American talent management software provider that unifies recruiting,
onboarding, performance management, and goal tracking.
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In terms of key metrics that growth-stage CEOs should focus on, Rob has several top picks. One
that he emphasizes specifically is Net Revenue Retention Rate.

Net Revenue Retention Rate

A company’s Net Revenue Retention Rate, also called Net Dollar Retention is the percentage of
recurring revenue received from existing customers including expansion revenue, downgrades, and
cancels. This metric is vital for growth stage SaaS companies because of the compounding impact
that churn can have on growth. Simply put, companies that can keep their Net Revenue Retention
Rate high maximize their growth trajectories.

The other key metrics Rob recommends growth stage-CEOs focus on are:

Monthly Recurring Revenue / Annual Recurring Revenue
SaaSCapital focuses on lending to SaaS companies who have crossed the $3 Million ARR threshold

Annual Recurring Revenue Growth Rate
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Dragoneer

Dragoneer is a San Francisco-based, growth-oriented investment firm backed by many of the world’s
leading endowments, foundations, sovereign wealth funds and family offices, with a long track
record of successfully identifying category and industry leaders. They partner with exceptional
businesses pursuing a large market opportunity and seeking an efficient path to the public markets.
Dragoneer has helped companies like Alibaba, Appfolio, Atlassian, Datadog, Slack, Spotify and Uber
reach the public markets. They count Ceridian and PointClickCare as notable SaaS investments with
a substantive Canadian footprint.

Ceridian - Ceridian serves over 40, 000 customers in Canada from offices in Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal, Winnipeg, Halifax, and Calgary. They provide cloud-based human capital management
(HCM) software that brings together real-time payroll, HR, benefits, time reporting, talent and
workforce management to deliver intelligence at work.

PointClickCare - Headquartered in Mississauga, PointClickCare is a cloud-based healthcare
software provider to North America's long-term post-acute care (LTPAC) and senior care industry.
More than 21,000 skilled nursing facilities, senior living communities, and home health agencies rely
on PointClickCare to build innovative solutions that transform the way senior care is delivered.
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Partner and Co-Head of Private Investments, Christian Jensen, has 8 top picks in terms of key
metrics at the series B through public company stage.

Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) Growth Rate
Gross Margin
Magic Number
ARR Gross Profit Payback Period also called Net ARR Payback Period
Free Cash Flow Margin
Gross Dollar Retention
Net Dollar Retention
Rule of 40

Christian highlights some key metric differences for SaaS companies selling into the enterprise
versus small versus medium businesses (SMBs). For anything with a heavy enterprise motion,
Christian notes it may be more expensive earlier to grow due to the investment required in sales and
marketing, including sales reps. In addition, gross and net retention tend to be higher in enterprise
companies versus SMBs.

He also notes that metrics such as magic number and gross profit payback are usually very good in
vertical software markets that are industry specific, but it’s harder to maintain a high ARR growth
rate in a vertical market. Conversely, in a broadly horizontal context, it’s easier to maintain a higher
growth rate, but the other metrics are more difficult to maintain.
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JMI Equity

JMI Equity is a growth equity firm focused on investing in leading software companies. Founded in
1992, JMI has invested in over 155 businesses in its target markets, successfully completed over
105 exits, and raised more than $6 billion of committed capital. JMI partners with exceptional
management teams to help build their companies into industry leaders. JMI has offices in
Baltimore, MD and San Diego, CA.

JMI Equity has invested over $600 million in a number of Canadian SaaS companies including:

Axonify - Provides fun and personalized modern learning solutions for frontline employees.

Benevity - A leader in corporate social responsibility and employee engagement software that helps
corporations implement and manage workplace giving.

Clio - Provides legal practice management (LPM), case management, and CRM software for law
firms, acting as their system of record and helping them run their business.

PointClickCare - A leading cloud-based healthcare software provider to North America’s long-term
post-acute care and senior care industry.

Vena - A financial planning and analysis solution that helps businesses manage their operations.
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In terms of key metrics that growth-stage CEOs should track on a dashboard, Vinny has 8 top picks.
While they all have nuances and trade-offs, CAC Ratio is of particular interest.

Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) Ratio
As Vinny explains, you can make a choice to grow quickly, hire more salespeople, invest in
marketing. When you do, you’re naturally less profitable and you pull down your CAC Ratio. From
Vinny’s perspective, a ratio of less than 1 isn’t necessarily bad - it could just mean you’re investing
quickly into a really good market. On the other hand, you can choose to slow sales hiring and grow
more slowly while driving more profit. Both are viable options - it’s a choice.

The other key metrics Vinny recommends growth-stage CEOs track are:
ARR Bookings Growth Rate
Net ARR Added
Gross Retention
Net Retention
Rule of 40
Gross Margin
Annual Contract Value - Bigger is not necessarily better. Better to right-size the initial sale, then drive
value and expansion from there.
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Large Cap Private Equity Investor

A leading large cap private equity investor outlines gating questions on two themes that are key to
their investment decisions:

Voice of the Customer - Does your company have a happy and satisfied customer base? This is
fundamental for long term growth especially in a SaaS context. Example metrics to consider here
include Customer Satisfaction (CSAT), Customer Health Score, Net Promoter Score (NPS) Trend,
and Intent to Switch / Propensity to Renew.

Share of New Logo Decisions - Who is winning the share of new logo decisions in your market? This
investor reveals that win rate of new deals in the past few years is the best proxy for who has the
best product, regardless of who currently has the largest market share.
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Subsequently, the focus shifts to financial metrics. Key metrics called out here fall into three groups,
each with its own nuances.

Annual Contract Value (ACV) Bookings - Understand the breakdown of net new ACV versus
incremental sales of new modules or expansion to the existing customer base. Have insight into the
ACV Bookings Growth Rate. Growth rate varies based on many factors and a lower growth rate isn’t
necessarily bad. It’s simply one factor that comes into play during valuations. Finally, know and
minimize the Time Lag Between Bookings and ARR recognition.

Churn or Attrition Metrics - Examples of key metrics to track here include: Logo churn, Gross Churn,
and Net Churn. Enterprise software and application software that touches the General Ledger and is
ERP-like generally has lower churn. The further away you get from ERP-like applications, generally
retention declines and churn increases. Churn may also be slightly higher for infrastructure type
software which has a propensity to be changed more often than business application software.

Unit Economics - An example of a key metric to track here is CAC Ratio. This indicates how
efficiently a company is able to invest sales and marketing spend to generate ACV bookings.
Generally, it’s not ideal if it’s taking 2.5 to 3 dollars of sales and marketing spend to generate $1 of
new ARR - the ratio should be closer to 1. That said, context nuances come into play. If the
customer base is widely distributed geographically and marketing spend is required globally for
example, this ratio will likely be higher.
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Investors

Category Stage
Featured

Firm Name SaaS Focus Areas SaaS Company ARR Range of 1st
Investment

Startup Angel Capital Angels Broad May be pre-revenue 100 - 500K CAD

Pre-Seed Acceleprise Broad May be pre-revenue 50K - 100K USD

Concrete Ventures Broad May be pre-revenue 100 - 500K CAD

Real Ventures Broad May be pre-revenue 250K - 2M CAD

Seed Acceleprise Broad May be pre-revenue 200K - 700K USD

Golden Ventures Broad May be pre-revenue 500K - 1.5M CAD/USD

Mistral Ventures Broad May be pre-revenue 500K - 1M CAD

Amplify Capital Health, Education,
Climate

100K - 500K CAD 500 - 750K CAD

StandUp Ventures Women-led Varies, often ~200K CAD 500K CAD

MaRS IAF Software, Fintech,
Digital Health

Varies, often ~300K CAD 500K CAD

Early
Stage
Growth

Seed - A BDC Women-led 250 - 500 K CAD 500K - 2M CAD

Brightspark Ventures Broad Varies 1.5 - 2.5 M CAD

A Radical Ventures AI ~1M CAD n/a

A - B OMERS Ventures Future of Work,
Retail Tech,
Fintech

Varies 5 - 25 M
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Category Stage
Featured

Firm Name SaaS Focus Areas Company ARR Range of 1st
Investment

Later
Stage
Growth

Growth
Lending

Royal Bank - Tech &
Innov Banking

Broad Varies n/a

SaaS Capital Broad 3M USD 2 - 12 M loan

B Volition Capital Software, Internet,
Consumer

~5M USD 10 - 50 M

C Georgian Broad ~6M 25 - 75 M

Inovia Broad ~15M USD 1M to 100M USD

Growth Dragoneer Broad Varies 1M - 1B USD

JMI Equity Broad Varies 20 - 200M USD

Large Cap Private
Equity

Broad ~500 - 800M USD ~1B USD
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Metrics
Metric Category Metric Metric

Category
Metric

Customer and
revenue

acquisition

Annual contract value Growth Bookings growth rate

Bookings Expansion bookings

Customer acquisition cost Monthly or annual recurring revenue
growth rate

Customer revenue concentration Net annual recurring revenue added

Customers Rule of 40 (Shared with Profitability)

Lifetime value Product usage
and value

Customer return on investment

Monthly or annual recurring revenue Daily / weekly / monthly active users

New bookings North Star Key Performance Indicator

Proof of concept conversion rate Profitability ARR gross profit payback

Sales cycle length Customer acquisition cost payback

Total addressable market Cost of service

Time to value Earnings before interest tax and
depreciation margin

Win rate Free cash flow margin

Capital
efficiency

Bessemer efficiency ratio Gross margin

Burn multiple Lifetime value: Customer acquisition cost

Customer acquisition cost ratio Revenue per employee

Hype ratio Rule of 40 (Shared with Growth)

Magic number Retention and
churn

Gross churn/retention

Cash Net burn Logo churn

Runway Net churn/retention

Founding team
commitment

Full time employees Voice of the
customer

Customer satisfaction

Incorporated Net promoter score

Propensity to renew
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By Frequency - All Stages

Metric Name Count Full-time-employees 2

MRR/ARR-growth-rate 15 Revenue-per-employee 2

Net-churn/retention 14 ARR-gross-profit-payback 1

Gross-churn/retention 12 Bessemer-efficiency-ratio 1

Logo-churn 9 Cost-of-service 1

CAC-payback 8 CSAT 1

MRR/ARR 8 Customer-revenue-concentration 1

Gross-margin 6 Customer-ROI 1

LTV:CAC 5 EBITDA-margin 1

Net-burn 5 Expansion-bookings 1

DAU/WAU/MAU 4 Free-cash-flow-margin 1

Rule-of-40 4 Hype-ratio 1

TAM 4 Incorporated 1

CAC 3 LTV 1

Customers 3 Magic-number 1

North-Star-KPI 3 Net-ARR-added 1

NPS 3 New-bookings 1

Runway 3 POC-conversion-rate 1

Time-to-value 3 Propensity-to-renew 1

ACV 2 Sales-cycle-length 1

Bookings 2 Win-rate 1

Bookings-growth-rate 2 ARR-efficiency-ratio 1

Burn-multiple 2 Total 146

CAC-ratio 2
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By Frequency - Startup

Metric Name Count Gross-churn/retention 2

MRR/ARR-growth-rate 7 LTV:CAC 2

Logo-churn 5 Net-burn 2

Net-churn/retention 5 Runway 2

MRR/ARR 4 Time-to-value 2

TAM 4 Bookings 1

CAC-payback 3 Cost-of-service 1

Customers 3 Customer-ROI 1

DAU/WAU/MAU 3 Incorporated 1

North-Star-KPI 3 LTV 1

CAC 2 Sales-cycle-length 1

Full-time-employees 2 Total 57

By Frequency - Early Stage Growth

Metric Name Count CAC-payback 1

MRR/ARR-growth-rate 4 Customer-revenue-concentration 1

Gross-churn/retention 3 Expansion-bookings 1

Logo-churn 3 Hype-ratio 1

Burn-multiple 2 LTV:CAC 1

Gross-margin 2 MRR/ARR 1

Net-burn 2 New-bookings 1

Net-churn/retention 2 POC-conversion-rate 1

ACV 1 Revenue-per-employee 1

Bessemer-efficiency-ratio 1 Rule-of-40 1

CAC 1 Total 31
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By Frequency - Later Stage Growth

Metric Name Count CSAT 1

Gross-churn/retention 7 DAU/WAU/MAU 1

Net-churn/retention 7 EBITDA-margin 1

CAC-payback 4 Free-cash-flow-margin 1

Gross-margin 4 Logo-churn 1

MRR/ARR-growth-rate 4 Magic-number 1

MRR/ARR 3 Net-ARR-added 1

NPS 3 Net-burn 1

Rule-of-40 3 Propensity-to-renew 1

Bookings-growth-rate 2 Revenue-per-employee 1

CAC-ratio 2 Runway 1

LTV:CAC 2 Time-to-value 1

ACV 1 Win-rate 1

ARR-gross-profit-payback 1 ARR-efficiency-ratio 1

Bookings 1 Total 58
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Recommended Resources

MetricHQ: Online Dictionary of Metrics and KPIs by Klipfolio

The Software Report 2021 Report by Battery Ventures

2020 SaaS Survey and Benchmarks by KeyBanc

2020 Expansion SaaS Benchmarks by OpenView

Churn Benchmarks for B2B SaaS Companies by SaaS Capital

The State of Canadian SaaS 2020 by L-Spark

The SaaS Napkin 2021 - What It Takes to Raise Capital by Point Nine Capital

SaaS Metrics Template for Startups by Redpoint Ventures
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